
How to deal with Issues faced by Carpet and rug installations 

at Homes? 

Whether you are planning to move into a rental home or own house, the professional 

installation of carpet and rugs is essentially important to engage in healthy and secure 

living and lifestyle. Many people do not realize the importance of clean and 

professionally installed rugs and carpets at home which exhibit a positive aura 

around oneself. 

 

In Aurora carpet and rug installation are very much high in demand, prior to hiring 

the carpet installers, a professional is sent to clients home for measuring the floor 



footings for rug installation.     The estimator reveals if there will be more need of 

carpet, where the seams will be placed and the ways in which the layout shall be 

matched. The professional installers also identify if the existing floor is appropriate 

for the task or is a new flooring required. Carpet and rug installation in Aurora 

follow standard guidelines of dealing efficiently when applying carpet installations 

for clients. The furniture is removed from rooms detaching computers and clearing 

desktops. Many installation services also charge to remove large products, items, 

pianos, tables and oversized furniture for installing rugs. Carpet and rug 

installation in Aurora do not typically disconnect gas, water, appliances although 

they may remove appliances to complete the task assigned. Carpet installation may 

result in scratched baseboards and moldings may get nicked reattached. These 

installers consist of removal of existing rugs and appliances as part of their job which 

is dealt with effectively and they clarify and consider the disposal of old carpets to 

be done with an additional fee. Most of the installers in Aurora are hired due to seal 

of Approval from the Carpet and Rug Institute, the CRI I follows the quality industry 

standards for rug and carpet installation issues. However, people also face many 

issues regarding carpet and rug installation at homes, which include  

• Lack of Proper installation and maintenance procedures  to maintain a 

gradient and vibrant  appearance of carpets and rugs at homes  

• The manner of carpet construction has changed and no person is well 

informed of installing carpets relevant to standard industry-changing 

techniques.  

• The Carpet edges are to be welded together. Most installers are not aware 

of its importance due to which fuzz of carpets is seen in homes. 
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• Another carpet issue involves the lack of adhesives used to hold the carpet, 

and if an appropriate amount of adhesives are used and applied can lead to 

double the amount of savings on the rug  

• Lastly, the major issue includes the wall carpet to be  replaced by new 

carpet tiles, this should be done to free the rug of contaminants and germs 

from previously used adhesives 

• This adhesive must be applied to clean surfaces to avoid contamination 

Unfortunately  a few installation  companies are not  installing according 

to industry standards  

 

Solutions for dealing with carpet Installation issues  

In order to resolve carpet installation issues, it should be ensured that the seams are 

constructed with a seam sealer, an appropriate amount of adhesive is used by the 

manufacturer,clients must ensure that certified carpet inspectors are available in the 

market ensuring the responsibility that the carpet was installed according to quality 

industry standards. It cannot be considered that no seal of Approval contractors do 

not accomplish outstanding tasks however previous project installation record 

matters and should be considered prior to the selection of carpet installers. 

References and testimonial of carpet installation service contractors should be 

reviewed and checked to give a better understanding of their work, one may also ask 

carpet installation contractors of their insurance policy in case of any damage is 

caused, it can be recovered. 


